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ABSTRACT 
Facial Recognition technology as a subset of Artificial        
Intelligence-driven technology grows increasingly    
advanced, ubiquitous, and controversial. Numerous factors      
impact one’s inclination to trust and accept such facial         
recognition technology. This study investigates three      
primary factors: one’s level of experience with the        
technology, one’s country of residence and its place on the          
cultural dimension scale of Individualism/Collectivism, and      
one’s personality characteristics (as measured by the Big        
Five Inventory and Locus of Control). Two hundred and         
forty-six participants from ten countries (consisting of both        
Naive users unfamiliar with the technology, as well as         
Expert users of the technology) completed a digital        
questionnaire measuring personality and attitudes. 

It was found that expert users of the technology are more           
accepting of facial recognition systems and less wary of         
risks, though they trust the system less than naive         
participants do. Participants from Collectivist countries      
(India, Russia, and Singapore) were found to be more         
accepting of, trustful of, and positive towards systems, and         
less concerned about risks than those from Individualistic        
countries (the USA, the UK, and Canada). Lastly, Locus of          
Control and three of five dimensions of the Big Five          
Inventory (Agreeableness, Neuroticism, and Openness)     
were found to be predictors of trust in systems, and closely           
correlated with each other. 

The findings demonstrate that attitudes towards facial       
recognition technology are impacted by one’s experience       
level, cultural background, and personality. Thus,      
implementation of new facial recognition systems should be        
informed by cultural norms and personality in order to         
better understand perceptions of the system and encourage        
acceptance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Following rapid advancements in its accuracy and ease of         
use, the prevalence of facial recognition technology has        
risen markedly in recent years. Facial recognition is quick,         
non-intrusive, easy to set up, and requires no action by the           
user to function. It has thus swiftly come to replace          
traditional biometric forms of identification, such as       
keycards, tokens, and passwords [49]. Facial recognition       
technologies encompass a variety of forms and functions,        
ranging from the readily available Apple Face ID locking         
mechanism to Automatic Face Recognition Technology      
(AFR), primarily used by police to scan faces in a crowd           
and automatically detect individuals on watchlists. Local       
governments have employed facial recognition for      
numerous functions, from security terminals at airports and        
train stations in London, to the automatic inclusion of         
identification card pictures in national databases in       
Australia [100]. 
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With facial recognition technology being installed in public        
locations and being increasingly readily available for       
purchase and installation in one’s home, a variety of         
attitudes towards the technology have arisen. Acceptance of        
traditional biometric identification technologies have been      
studied in contexts such as restaurants [72] and hotels [73,          
36], though attitudes towards biometrics do not necessarily        
extend to facial recognition due the “black box” perception         
of obfuscation. It is not immediately apparent how and         
when they work, and where and when information is stored. 

Facial recognition technology has received widespread      
coverage in the news and technosphere in 2020, due to          
mainstream acknowledgement of the numerous capacities in       
which it is available to and present in the lives of the public.             
Reporting has focused on issues of power and distribution         
[35], ethics and databases [41], proposals of regulatory        
legislation in the United States [29], and the involvement of          
tech giants in the ownership and distribution of facial         
recognition-based systems [41, 61, 88]. Much of this        
reporting has been driven by critiques of facial recognition         
technology in the wake of the Black Lives Matter         
movement worldwide that have catalyzed the reexamination       
of technologies, corporations, and policies vulnerable to       
racial discrimination [27]. Federal agencies in the United        
States have signed contracts with leading facial recognition        
companies such as Clearview AI for use by the Air Force           
and the department of Immigration and Customs       
Enforcement (ICE) [63]. The police department of the city         
of Miami recently used Clearview AI’s facial recognition        
technology to identify and arrest a protestor [26]. The         
COVID-19 pandemic has sparked reflection on facial       
recognition as well, owing to discussions about mask        
wearing as a deterrent to systems that make use of the           
technology, and the advancements in technology required to        
address this [38, 98, 96]. Schools in the United States have           
instituted plans to install AI-driven facial recognition and        
temperature check systems that scan students for face        
coverings, symptoms of illness, and monitor social       
distancing [39]. 

These discussions have led to a rift in attitudes towards          
facial recognition technology. A recent survey of a        
representative sample of the UK population by the Ada         
Lovelace Institute [2] found that 67% of the population are          
uncomfortable with the use of facial recognition in schools,         
and 61% with its use on public transport. The Lovelace          
Institute’s survey also found that only 15% of the UK’s          
population are aware of the current use of facial recognition          
technology in workplaces, shops, and commercial areas.       
The present study was carried out in conjunction with         
o.vision, a Russian-based technology company that      
develops AI-driven technology that is in the process of         
being implemented in the UK in select commercial spaces.         
Their most visible and widely used product is the Face          

Gate, a facial recognition system that can digitally operate         
turnstiles and control entry to locations [75]. It is currently          
in use in Russia in student residences, a number of offices           
and commercial buildings, and is being pilot tested for use          
in the United Kingdom. Users of the technology in these          
existing locations served as the “Expert” participants for the         
study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. The o.vision Face Gate 

The renewed cultural awareness of and interest in facial         
recognition technology begets an urgency to study the        
factors influencing the acceptance of such systems. The        
following study will attempt to study technology acceptance        
of facial recognition systems as influenced by three factors:         
experience, culture, and personality. Scales of measurement       
of technology acceptance, as well as these three factors are          
explored further in the Literature Review section. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Technology Acceptance and the TAM 
The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) proposed by       
Davis in 1986 as an adaptation of the Theory of Reasoned           
Action [3] is a powerful model for understanding and         
distilling system acceptance, and has been an influential and         
leading model in the field of Information Systems since its          
inception. It is commonly used to provide a framework to          
study the reasoning behind variation in the acceptance of         
novel technologies among various populations. The TAM       
can be used to measure the efficacy of a system in addition            
to its acceptance [76]. A meta-analysis of the TAM by King           
and He [56] evaluates the TAM and indicates strong         
reliability, and finds that “students may be used as         
surrogates for professional users” in research involving the        
TAM. The original model proposed two primary variables        
that affect the acceptance of a system: Perceived Usefulness         
and Perceived Ease of Use. Over time, the TAM has been           
adapted and extended to include additional variables,       
including Perceived Innovativeness, Attitude, and     
Intentions [60, 19]. These adaptations have allowed the        
seminal TAM to apply more closely to newer and more          
specific technologies, such as voice-assistant system      
adoption [74], new email systems [90], social media usage         
[81], online banking [77], and novel health technologies        
[46]. The present study will build on existing extensions of          
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the TAM, constructing the core questionnaire around       
variables used in similar and linked research. These        
inclusions are detailed in the Methodology section. 

2.2 Factor 1: System Acceptance and Experience 
The speed at which facial recognition systems work,        
combined with their “watchful eye” appearance recalls the        
theory of the Uncanny Valley, first proposed by Masahiro         
Mori in 1970 [71]. He explained that the human reaction          
towards robots grows increasingly distasteful and full of        
wariness as it becomes apparent that it can carry out          
human-like tasks without a human-like appearance [71, 78].        
According to the model, a device’s manifestation of ability         
must be congruent with our mind models. In other words, if           
it behaves very much like a human, then it must look like a             
human [33]. Cameras used for facial recognition,       
particularly the o.vision Face Gate (Figure 1) have a         
distinctly robotic and futuristic appearance. The o.vision       
face gate carries out a task with a very high level of            
complexity – face recognition. This is a deeply human task          
at its core, and conflicts with the clinical outward         
appearance of the device. This could be seen dissonant with          
its level of automation at first, though it is possible to grow            
accustomed to the device and its task. It is thus interesting           
to explore whether experienced users who have had time to          
attain familiarity and comfort with the device are more         
accepting of the system than non-users, or if familiarity         
with the device is insufficient to build trust and positivity.          
Troshani et al [93] studied the impact of AI “humanness”          
on acceptance, finding the influence of anthropomorphism       
and emotion were strong, and that the uncanny valley-ness         
of an AI-technology affected its acceptance in specific        
contexts - for example, AI-based healthcare in a hospital         
was found to be less acceptable as it lacked a human touch            
required for care, while AI-based text message and        
autocomplete suggestions were deemed acceptable as they       
aided the user. Similarly, Gursoy et al [34] found that the           
acceptance of AI-based devices is guided by emotion and         
based on personal preferences regarding human contact and        
perceived performance. Thus, acceptance of AI is       
contextual and based on the specific expectations that users         
have of the system at hand. 

The impact of experience and expertise specifically on        
acceptance of various technologies has been studied       
previously only in limited contexts. A 2007 study used an          
adaptation of the TAM tailored specifically towards       
websites - the Website Acceptance Model (WAM) - to         
study the impact of experience with a specific health and          
wellness website and with the Internet as a whole on the           
user’s intent to revisit the website. Their results determined         
that experience level moderated how the users viewed the         
website: users with a lower experience level prioritized        
perceived ease of use of the website when deciding to visit,           
while more experienced users were impacted more by the         
perceived usefulness of the website [16]. Koch et al [57]          

studied the effect of novelty on user reactions to large          
display field prototypes, finding that excitement was       
increased only directly after the initial installation of        
prototypes, or after changes were made to an existing         
prototype. Tzeng [95] studied college students’ reactions to        
an eportfolio system, comparing attitudes towards the       
system before and after use. It was found that perceived          
functional value mediated initial attitudes towards the       
system, while perceived contextual value later influenced       
attitudes further. Karahanna et al [55] acknowledge a gap in          
the traditional TAM models and adaptations in       
incorporating individual compatibility into the study of       
technology acceptance. In response to this research gap,        
they propose and test a measure of compatibility which         
includes “compatibility with prior experience” into their       
model. Their findings suggest strength in their compatibility        
model, lending validity to the inclusion of       
experiential-based attitudes in studying technology     
acceptance. Similar attitudes to novelty and experience such        
as technology readiness have been studied [62], though        
there is a dearth of research on novelty of technology as it            
applies to AI-driven technologies and biometrics. The       
present study addresses this gap in the literature. 

Public perception of facial recognition technology is       
adversely affected by numerous perceived risks. Concerns       
regarding racial discrimination and data privacy have been        
resurfaced recently, but represent only a selection of the         
primary risks that shape perception of such technologies.        
Privacy is a concern for many users of facial recognition          
technology, due to the possibility of data leaks and         
breaches. Users have little control over the regulation and         
maintenance of databases holding biometric data, and a leak         
of such sensitive information is permanent [101]. In the         
United States, facial recognition technology has been       
banned in San Francisco, and a bill has been introduced to           
ban police use altogether [50]. In the EU, GDPR data          
protection regulations cover all biometric data, including       
personal likeness. A rising awareness of data rights and         
privacy has sparked worldwide debate on facial recognition        
and its potential infringement on personal privacy. 

There are also issues of racial bias and misidentification at          
play: Krishnapriya et al [58] found that facial recognition is          
more likely to make a false match when presented with an           
African-American face than a Caucasian face. An       
evaluation of facial recognition systems by IBM, Megvii,        
and Microsoft found the systems 34.4% more likely to         
misidentify darker-skinned females than lighter-skinned     
males [15]. As stated by Andrejevic and Selwyn [6],         
“frequent concern has been raised over the disproportionate        
emphasis that facial recognition places on ‘detecting’ the        
gender and race of those individuals that it identifies”.         
Furthermore, a test using facial recognition systems by        
Google, IBM, and Microsoft of participants wearing masks        
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found that masks on women’s faces were misidentified as         
duct tape 28% of the time by Google’s Cloud Vision API,           
as compared to only 15% of the time on men’s faces. On            
IBM’s Watson Visual Recognition system, masks were       
misidentified as gags and restraint chains in 23% of cases          
on women versus only 10% of the time on men. Similarly,           
with Microsoft’s Azure Cognitive Services Computer      
Vision system, the system showed low reliability across        
gender, but was much more likely to mistake a mask for a            
fashion accessory on women and a beard on men [9]. Facial           
recognition systems are not perfectly accurate, and their        
error rates vary drastically between different technologies       
and algorithms. They can be spoofed by Deepfake videos         
and “face swapping” technology, resulting in false       
positives. The South Wales Police reported an error rate of          
91% when testing its facial recognition system’s ability to         
detect target matches from among members of the public         
[79]. 

Public concerns about facial recognition stem, too, from a         
lack of knowledge about the process behind the camera, and          
the lack of the ability to “opt out” in most instances [2].            
There is an unease that widespread facial recognition        
technology in public areas will “normalize surveillance”       
[2], and result in abuse of power. An Ipsos survey of adults            
across 26 countries found that 65% believe that facial         
recognition may be deployed by the government “to        
maintain order in the country, but only under certain         
circumstances and subject to strict regulations” [12]. There        
is concern around the pliable ethics of constant surveillance.         
As stated by Mann and Smith [67] in a legal examination of            
facial recognition, “one prominent concern about the       
inadequacy of privacy protections is the potential for        
'function creep', where the use of information taken for a          
particular purpose is used for other purposes for which         
consent was not obtained." 

These risks are likely to impact system acceptance, as the          
average person aware of facial recognition technology is        
likely to be concerned about or have been impacted by the           
public conversation around them. Experience using facial       
recognition technology for a period of time may not         
necessarily alleviate concerns over these risks, as many are         
concerned with the larger-scale operation of database       
maintenance and legislative governance that is distanced       
from the user’s control. However, increased time spent with         
a system may dull these concerns, as comfort and         
familiarity with its functionality may eclipse worries       
regarding its operation. 

2.3 Factor 2: Cultural Dimensions and System       
Acceptance 
Satisfaction and urgency regarding legislation on facial       
recognition remains a regional debate, varying by country        
and state. Attitudes towards facial recognition may be        
culturally shaped; influenced by social norms and a        

collective openness to efficient yet opaque technology. A        
relevant cultural dimension that may help explain attitudinal        
differences between countries towards facial recognition      
technology is Individualism. Individualism is one of five        
cultural dimensions proposed and refined by Geert Hofstede        
through his research at IBM [43]. The spectrum of         
individualism vs. collectivism represents “the degree to       
which individuals are integrated into groups”. Table 1        
describes the two ends of the spectrum. 

Individualism 

Societies in which the ties between 
individuals are loose: everyone is expected 
to look after him/herself and his/her 
immediate family. 

Collectivism 

On the collectivist side, we find societies 
in which people from birth onwards are 
integrated into strong, cohesive in-groups, 
often extended families (with uncles, aunts 
and grandparents) which continue 
protecting them in exchange for 
unquestioning loyalty.  

Table 1. Individualism and Collectivism as described by 
Hofstede [44] 

Countries such as Russia [66], India [45], and Singapore         
[80] are considered collectivist, while countries such as the         
United States of America [45], the United Kingdom [92],         
and Canada [45] are considered individualistic.  

These cultural leanings profoundly influence social norms       
of acceptance and openness. In a study of the effect of           
culture on technology mediated learning, Hornik and       
Tupchiy [47] found that collectivist tendencies towards       
benevolence and conformity, and individualistic tendencies      
towards power, achievement, and self-direction affected the       
sense of community during learning. Culture impacts       
openness and receptiveness, which in turn shapes       
technology acceptance. It appears that more individualistic       
cultures may exhibit limited openness to the risks and         
novelty of facial recognition technology, while more       
collectivist cultures may weigh the social utility of the         
technology higher than its hazards, and exhibit acceptance        
and openness. For example, a 2012 study [14] of the          
integration of biometric technology into healthcare      
solutions in China and the United States revealed different         
population needs and recommendations progress in distinct       
directions despite similar patient needs. China progresses       
towards greater digitization of patient data and       
demographics than the United States. Further, a 2009 study         
comparing biometric technology acceptance between India,      
South Africa, and the United Kingdom on culture found         
that Indian respondents displayed the greatest positivity       
towards biometric technology, citing its security and       
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efficiency, while respondents from the United Kingdom       
were most wary, citing issues with reliability and privacy         
[82]. Widespread attitudes towards technology can be       
instrumental in determining the acceptance of facial       
recognition technology specifically, as was recently      
observed during uprisings against CCTV street cameras and        
sensors in Hong Kong during protests against extraditions        
to Mainland China [97]. Blas [11] describes the “emerging         
“global face culture,” exemplified by biometrics and facial        
detection technologies, driven by ever obsessive and       
paranoid impulses to know, capture, calculate, categorize,       
and standardize human faces” that is “rooted in commercial,         
state, and military interests”.  

As Gates states on page 4 of her 2011 book [32], “Our            
biometric future: Facial recognition technology and the       
culture of surveillance”, “U.S. border, airports, cities,       
suburbs, shopping malls, bars, casinos, banks, schools,       
workplaces homes—and the bodies and behaviors of the        
inhabitants of these spaces—are special areas of       
experimentation for new surveillance technologies, in no       
small part because contemporary U.S. culture exhibits an        
intense preoccupation with the combined priorities of       
security and technology.” Gates speaks further about the        
American “idea that the events of 9/11 could have been          
prevented with the sophisticated technological products of       
modernity” in a 2004 paper [31]. Fujawa, in a 2005 report           
[28] on national security and individualism, poses a        
strongly worded follow-up, “If biometric national identity       
cards are put into effect, and do indeed destroy the liberties           
and freedoms that American citizens once enjoyed, then the         
terrorists will have won. They will have destroyed the         
United States of America, the land of the free.” In the           
United Kingdom, a report by The University of Essex’s         
Human Rights Centre on the Metropolitan Police’s use of         
facial recognition technology unearthed sizable qualms over       
its lawfulness and whether it could be deemed “necessary in          
a democratic society” [30].  

In contrast, Payal Arora speaks to two distinct but linked          
sets of governance models in India and in China: the          
“Aadhaar” biometric identity initiative, and the Social       
Credit System, respectively. She poses that both systems        
represent a heretofore unprecedented large scale digitization       
of sensitive citizen data. However, both serve the stated         
goal of improving the quality of life for citizens, and          
fostering enthusiasm around these systems that begets       
community trust. She stresses that by “focusing on the         
outcomes including citizen’s perceptions, we may be able to         
move beyond the narrow democratic versus authoritarian       
construct that has dictated the analysis of governance        
systems”, forming a “complex narrative that goes beyond        
the Western conceptualization of democracy” [7]. These       
pointed distinctions in response to large-scale surveillance       
as it serves the goal of national prosperity pinpoint a clear           

cultural rift in attitudes linked to individualism and        
collectivism.  

2.4 Factor 3: Trust in Technology and Personality        
Characteristics 
The present report builds substantially on recent work by         
Sharan and Romano [87], who recently studied the effect of          
personality traits and the locus of control on trust,         
specifically between trust in humans versus trust in artificial         
intelligence (AI). Trust has been shown to be instrumental         
in determining technology acceptance. Bradford et al [13]        
conducted a study of public attitudes towards the police use          
of Live Facial Recognition technology to conduct real-time        
identity checks in London, concluding that trust (alongside        
legitimacy) is the most critical factor in assuaging concerns         
and fostering acceptance of the technology, and “alleviates        
privacy concerns”. As stated by Chien et al [18], trust is an            
“intervening variable between user intention and actions       
involving reliance on automation.” The relationship      
between humans and AI is mediated by a number of factors           
influencing trust and distrust, and feelings range from        
“calmness and security” to “fear and worry” [63]. Trust is a           
complex social process, and is thus subject to numerous         
factors when applied to AI [42, 59]. Sethumadhavan [85]         
notes that the correct level of trust in AI needed can be            
achieved by considering dispositional, internal,     
environmental, and learned factors, thus designating trust a        
complex yet influential aspect of technology acceptance.  

Transparency is also critical in breaking open the “black         
box” and helping create “accurate mental models” of the         
workings of AI-based systems [8]. Siau and Wang [86]         
analyze the building blocks of trust in AI, attributing trust to           
a combination of “the trustor’s disposition to trust, and the          
trustee’s ability to deal with risks”. Tschopp and Ruef [94]          
support this division, breaking trust in automation down        
AI-related factors, human-related factors, and     
environmental factors. Both studies illustrate a scale of trust         
over time, elucidating that the trust relationship must be         
sparked by image, user reviews, transparency, and       
trialability, and must be maintained through usability,       
reliability, collaboration, security, and interpretability.     
Rossi [83] echoes these pillars, settling on three primary         
practically implementable steps towards building trust in       
AI: 1. Explainability, 2. Bias Awareness and Mitigation,        
and 3. Trusting AI Producers. Rossi also stresses the         
importance of collaborating with policymakers and      
regulators. Thus, trust is complex and nuanced, and        
buttresses acceptance and subsequently openness to      
technology adoption. As such, the present study will both         
incorporate a measure of personal trust into the assessment         
of system acceptance, and will isolate trust as a factor to           
study how it is impacted by personality traits. 

In Sharan and Romano’s recent work [87], they conclude         
that personality is the primary determinant of trust, as         
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measured by the Locus of Control, and the five dimensions          
of the Big Five personality Inventory. They found that the          
Locus of Control represented the greatest influence on trust,         
holding a strong negative correlation. In addition, the BFI         
dimensions of Openness and Neuroticism predicted trust,       
positively and negatively, respectively. Moreover, they state       
that trust is a critical element of human behavior, and needs           
to be incorporated into our understanding of personality.        
This study will further explore the role of trust in system           
acceptance, and the influence of the BFI and the Locus of           
Control on trust in facial recognition systems. 

Pioneering studies in trait psychology have condensed       
pillars of human behavior to a number of countable traits.          
Early work by Cattell [17] identified 35 core traits, and          
Fiske [24] narrowed these down to emerge five traits that          
would come to be known as the Big Five. These traits           
describe personality at their “broadest level of abstraction”,        
and have been repeatedly shown to shape individual        
differences in behavior and social attitudes across cultures        
[54, 87]. Table 2 lists an overview of the five dimensions. 

A study by Mooradian et al [70] linking personality to trust           
concluded that the propensity to trust is not caused by          
agreeableness, but is instead a facet of agreeableness itself.         
Two studies on trust and trustworthiness in the context of          
an Investment Game found that extraversion and negative        
neuroticism were linked to trust, agreeableness and       
conscientiousness were linked to trustworthiness [23].      
Conversely, a study of trust in UK-based cellular providers         
concluded that the Big Five personality traits did not         
constitute a major influence on trust, accounting for only         
4% of the variability in trust by participants [5].  

Big Five Dimension Definition 

Openness – Closedness 
Curious and seeking new 
experiences 

Conscientiousness – Lack of 
direction 

Organised, meticulous, and 
reliable 

Extraversion – Introversion 
Energetic, assertive, and 
seeking excitement 

Agreeableness – Antagonism Warm, friendly, and helpful 

Neuroticism – Emotional 
stability 

Anxious and moody 

Table 2. A description of the Big Five dimensions [87] 

Locus of control (LOC) describes a person’s “expectancy        
for reinforcement”, or the extent to which one feels in          
control of the events that influence one’s life. As explained          
by Duttweiler, an individual with an internal locus of         
control “believes that reinforcement is contingent on his or         

her own behavior” and champions mastery of one’s own         
life, while an individual with an external locus of control          
“believes that reinforcement is contingent on luck, chance,        
or powerful others” and lacks belief in the ability to control           
their own life [22]. The original scale of measurement of          
locus of control was Rotter’s I-E scale, though the Internal          
Control Index (ICI) has since come to be considered a more           
accurate and reliable measure of locus of control [68, 48]. A           
low score on the ICI denotes internal control, while a higher           
score denotes external control. Locus of control guides        
decision making behavior, and extends to decisions of trust         
as well. In a study on the adoption of agricultural          
technology in Ethiopia, Abay, et al [1] found that locus of           
control was a significant determinant in adoption behavior,        
and that farmers with an internal locus of control showed          
increased proclivity to adopt new technology compared to        
those with an external locus of control. Sharan and Romano          
[87] link an internal locus of control with independent,         
considered decision making, though note that the link        
between LOC and trust, particularly among AI and        
technology, has not yet been widely studied. 

3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The literature recounts a rift in attitudes towards facial         
recognition technology, driven by apprehension towards      
numerous risks, and an increasing awareness of data rights         
and an aversion to a surveillance state. With the rise in           
uniquity of facial recognition technology comes an urgent        
need to fill the gaps in research on attitudes towards these           
systems. The Technology Acceptance Model is a measure        
commonly used and adapted to study system acceptance,        
and will form the core of the present study’s methodology.          
In addition, the literature shows that familiarity with        
technology may breed trust, and that cultural dimensions        
can play a role in the acceptance of new systems, owing to            
differences in openness and shared trust. Furthermore,       
personality traits and locus of control have been linked to          
trust in technology, most recently in work by Sharan and          
Romano [87].  

In an effort to better understand the contributions of these          
factors towards the acceptance of new systems and        
specifically facial-recognition technology, the following     
three research questions were developed: 

Research Question 1: How does the novelty of facial         
recognition technology impact acceptance of the      
technology? 

Research Question 2: How do cultural dimensions impact        
acceptance of facial recognition technology? 

Research Question 3: How do personality characteristics (as        
measured by the Big Five personality inventory and the         
Locus of Control test) impact trust in facial recognition         
technology? 
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4. METHOD  

4.1 Participants and Recruitment 
A total of 246 participants were recruited for this online          
study, through University College London student listservs,       
social media, and word of mouth. Of these 246, 27          
participants were designated “Expert” users, as they had        
experience using the o.vision technology either through       
working in an office or residing in a student residence          
currently using the technology as its entry-granting system.        
All 27 of these participants were from Russia, as the          
technology is currently in use only in select buildings in          
Russia. The remainder of the 219 participants were “Naive”         
users, having no familiarity or experience with the o.vision         
technology at all. 

Participants were given the option to enter a raffle to win           
one of thirty £10 gift vouchers in compensation for their          
participation.  

Participants were recruited from ten countries in total:        
Russia, India, Singapore, the United States of America        
(USA), the United Kingdom (UK), Canada, Australia, New        
Zealand, Indonesia, and United Arab Emirates (UAE). Due        
to the low number of participants from Indonesia, Australia,         
New Zealand, and the UAE, these countries have been         
considered together as “Other” in all analyses. Of the         
countries with sufficient sample sizes, the USA, the UK,         
and Canada are considered individualistic countries, while       
India, Russia, and Singapore are considered collectivist       
countries. All participants from Russia completed a       
translation of the questionnaire in the Russian language        
(translated by native speakers), while participants from all        
other countries completed the questionnaire in English, as        
included in Appendix 1. All open ended questions collected         
in Russia were translated back to English by native speakers          
for the analysis process. Table 3 summarizes the sample’s         
demographic profile. 

Category 
Number 

(N) 
Percent (%) 

Gender 

Female 118 47.97 

Male 123 50.00 

Other / Do not want to disclose 5 2.03 

Age 

18-24 84 34.15 

25-34 49 19.92 

35-44 29 11.79 

45-54 40 16.26 

55-64 34 13.82 

≥65 10 4.07 

Highest Level of Education Attained 

Less than high school 5 2.03 

High school/GED 9 3.66 

Some college 8 3.25 

2 year college (Assoc. Degree) 10 4.07 

3/4 year college (BA/BS Degree) 87 35.37 

Masters degree 110 44.72 

Professional degree (MD, JD, etc.) 11 4.47 

Doctoral Degree 6 2.44 

Country of Residence 

Australia 1 0.41 

Canada 11 4.47 

India 63 25.61 

Indonesia 1 0.41 

New Zealand 1 0.41 

Russia 68 27.64 

Singapore 26 10.57 

United Arab Emirates 2 0.81 

United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland 61 24.80 

United States of America 12 4.88 

of which:   

Designated collectivist 157 63.82 

Designated individualistic 84 34.15 

Excluded 5 2.03 

 
Level of Experience 

Naïve 219 89.02 

Expert 27 10.98 

   

Total 246 100 

Table 3. Demographic information of the sample 
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4.2 Questionnaire Design 
All data for the present study was collected through an          
online questionnaire administered through the platform      
Opinio, a web-based survey tool. Participants were limited        
to one response per person, regulated via device tests and          
browser cookies. All data was collected between June and         
July of 2020. 

The multi-item questions on the questionnaire fall under        
eight sections for analysis purposes, each measuring a        
different dimension of system acceptance, as itemized       
below. A complete copy of the questionnaire is available for          
reference in Appendix 1. Of 19 total questions, 7 were          
open-response, allowing participants to elaborate on their       
selections in previous questions. The final question       
(Question 19) asked participants to comment on the ways in          
which their attitudes towards facial recognition technology       
may have been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic in         
2020, as well as the sudden surge in news reports and           
legislative decisions regarding facial recognition technology      
primarily in the USA and UK, as both were particularly          
prevalent during the time the questionnaire was being        
administered. 

Demographic Questions 

Questions 1 through 5 collected basic demographic       
information from participants of their gender, age group,        
highest level of education attained, occupation, and country        
of residence. Participants were asked to select a country of          
residence from a dropdown list, so as to keep responses          
consistent. 

Personality Test (The Big Five Inventory) 

The sixth question encompassed a 44-item personality test        
using the Big Five Inventory (BFI). The Big Five Inventory          
was used to measure personality by Sharan and Romano         
[87], and is a reliable and comprehensive measure of         
personality traits that has demonstrated stability across time        
[20] and validity across geographic region [84]. As in         
Sharan and Romano, the BFI test used was adapted from          
John and Srivastava’s 1999 book [54], and encompasses a         
list of 44 statements to be scored on a five points scale of 1              
- “I strongly disagree” to 5 - “I strongly agree”. Each of the             
statements measures one of the five dimensions of the BFI -           
Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness,    
and Neuroticism. Of the 44 items, 16 were reverse scored. 

Locus of Control testing (The Internal Control Index) 

The seventh question constituted a Locus of Control test, as          
measured by a 28-item Internal Control Index (ICI). This         
was derived from Duttweiler’s [22] work, and was used in          
the present study as well as by Sharan and Romano [87] due            
to its accuracy of measurement of the Locus of Control as           
compared to other scales [65, 68]. The ICI consists of 28           
statements to be scored on a five point scale of frequency,           

from 1 - “Rarely (Less than 10% of the time)” to 5 -             
“Usually (More than 90% of the time)”. 13 of the 28 items            
were reverse scored, and the composite score used to         
calculate a single participant’s Locus of Control score. 

Social Priming 

This section of the questionnaire begins with a short         
description of the o.vision system and technology from the         
perspective of the user, introducing its basic functionality,        
instructions for use, and capabilities. This description is        
accompanied by two pictures of the system and a depiction          
of it in use, to place participants in the shoes of a user and              
prime them to imagine the experience of using the system          
personally. While the system is described accurately and        
fully, details about its development, corporate ownership,       
and real world presence are not mentioned, and as such the           
description could be read as one of a prototype. It is also            
deliberately not mentioned that the founding corporation is        
based in Russia. These omissions are precautions against        
any prejudicial evaluation of the system, and to elicit from          
participants more generalized views of facial recognition       
technology as a whole using the o.vision system as a proxy,           
rather than views on the specific system, company, and         
optics. 

The eight and ninth question prompt participants to reflect         
on their own experiences with facial recognition       
technology, to jog existing attitudes and memories.       
Question 8 asks users to identify any forms of facial          
recognition technology they may have already used from a         
list of 5 items, using the scale “Yes”, “No”, and “Not Sure”.            
Question 9 prompts for any additional examples. These two         
questions are not incorporated into the quantitative analyses        
as they are purely for reflection and priming purposes.         
Similarly, Question 13 (described below) is not included in         
the analysis as its primary goal is to prompt deeper          
reflection on similar systems in participant environments.  

From this point onwards, the subsequent sections were        
pooled to measure System Acceptance as a broad measure         
with the following four subsections: 

Positivity of Beliefs 

Questions 10 and 11 measured general attitudes of        
acceptance and enjoyment of facial recognition tech,       
probing for attitudes on ease of use, usefulness, enjoyment,         
cost, and acceptance to self. Question 10 listed these five          
dimensions as 5 items, which participants scored on a         
Likert scale in increasing order of acceptance from 1 to 5.           
These dimensions were derived from a theoretical       
framework created by Miltgen et al [69] used to measure          
individual acceptance of biometric identification     
technologies. Their model amalgamates primary elements      
from the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), diffusion       
of innovations (DOI) and unified theory of acceptance and         
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use of technology (UTAUT), as well as dimensions from         
the “trust-privacy research field”. Drawing on the user        
acceptance model for information systems developed by       
Van der Heijden [37] which includes the factor “perceived         
enjoyment”, the item on enjoyment was added. In addition,         
the item on cost was added based on Wu & Wang’s [99]            
extension of the TAM as applied to mobile commerce         
acceptance, which includes “Cost” as a factor. Question 11         
asks participants to elaborate on the dimensions above. 

Contexts of Acceptability 

Building further on the assumptions behind the TAM and         
its extensions in the work cited above, Question 12 queried          
participants on the contexts in which they find facial         
recognition technology acceptable using a Likert scale from        
1-5 in increasing order of acceptance. 8 items were         
included, such as “Airports”, “Schools”, and “Offices”.       
Question 13 asks participants to indicate whether any of 4          
common alternatives to facial recognition-based security      
systems are present in their lives and social circles, such as           
“Fingerprint-based system” and “Barcode-based system”.     
Question 14 prompts further reflection on their attitudes        
towards replacing existing security systems (such as the 4 in          
Question 13) with facial recognition-based technologies. 

Perception of Risks 

Drawing once again on Miltgen et al’s [69] model’s usage          
of “perceived risk” and “privacy concerns”, Question 15        
focuses on attitudes towards perceived risks associated with        
the facial recognition system. Participants responded on a        
Likert scale from 1-5 in increasing order of risk (and thus           
decreasing order of acceptance), rating their concern with 6         
named risks, such as “Data security”, “Data       
sharing/privacy”, and “Unsure how it works”. Question 16        
asks participants to list any additional risks they can think          
of, and Question 17 then prompts them to condense their          
trust of or distrust towards the system down by expressing          
their likelihood to recommend the system to a friend. This          
question draws on Miltgen et al’s [69] work as well,          
specifically incorporating the notion that “The greater the        
perceived compatibility, the greater the intention to accept        
the biometric system.” 

Measures of Trust 

Question 18 measures trust in the system via an adapted          
20-item scale. Participants responded to 20 statements such        
as “The system is deceptive”, “The system can recognize         
human faces just like a real person”, and “I am confident in            
the system”, scoring their responses on a Likert scale of          
agreement from 1-5. Questions indicating distrust were       
reverse scored, yielding a composite trust score that greater         
higher trust with a higher score. This section primarily uses          
statements developed by Jian, Bisantz, and Drury [52] in         
measuring trust between humans and automated      

technologies. The statements are further adapted from       
statements composed by Forster et al [25], who coined and          
tested several hypotheses around trust in system       
performance, process, purpose, and anthropomorphism in      
evaluation of a system of automated driving. Similar        
perceptions of attitude were employed by Bettiga and        
Lamberti [10] to study the perceived value of specific         
technologies, and also influenced the statements in this        
question to measure trust and wariness. 

All items under the sections Positivity of Beliefs, Contexts         
of Acceptability, Perception of Risks, and Measures of        
Trust form the 39 items which will be considered at length           
to measure System Acceptance in response to the first two          
research questions. 

4.3 Study Design 
For the first research question, the independent variable was         
the participant’s Level of Experience with the technology -         
Naive or Expert. The dependent variable was System        
Acceptance, which was measured by the four       
aforementioned sections of the questionnaire: Positivity of       
Beliefs, Contexts of Acceptability, Perception of Risks, and        
Measures of Trust. Each of the 39 items that fell under these            
four categories formed our measure of System Acceptance,        
and items that were reverse scored were duly reversed to          
match with the others when calculating mean scores. 

For the second research question, the independent variable        
was the participant’s Country of Residence, considered       
individually, as well as under the umbrella of collectivist         
and individualistic. The dependent variable was System       
Acceptance, measured in the same manner as stated above. 

For the third and final research question, the independent         
variables were participant scores on the Big Five        
personality test on each of the five dimensions (scored         
according to the BFI), as participant scores on the Locus of           
Control test (scored according to the ICI). The dependent         
variable was the participant Trust Score, calculated through        
the 20-item trust scale as a subset of the overall system           
acceptance questionnaire. These 20 items were averaged,       
and reverse scored questions balanced to achieve one        
composite trust score for each participant. Figure 2        
summarises all variables and research questions. 

Figure 2. Variables and Research Questions 
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5. RESULTS  
A reliability analysis was conducted on all quantitative        
questions of the questionnaire measuring Social Priming,       
Positivity of Beliefs, Contexts of Acceptability, Perception       
of Risks, and Measures of Trust - a total of 49 items. A             
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was carried out on the applicable        
variable data, and the data was found to be not normally           
distributed. As such, non-parametric tests were carried out        
on the data.  

The Big Five personality test (BFI) was scored to achieve          
five scores for each participant, one for each of the five           
dimensions: Extraversion, Agreeableness,   
Conscientiousness, Openness, and Neuroticism. The Locus      
of Control test (ICI) was scored to achieve a single score for            
each participant.  

Research Question 1: System Acceptance by      
Experience Level 
A Mann-Whitney U test was conducted on 39 total items          
under 4 categories of system acceptance: Positivity of        
Beliefs, Contexts of Acceptability, Perception of Risks, and        
Measures of Trust, by level of experience. Significant        
differences in system acceptance by experience level were        
found on 9 total items, falling under 3 of the 4 categories:            
Contexts of Acceptability, Perception of Risks, and       
Measures of Trust. These items are summarized in Table 4.  

Means of each significant item were taken and are         
summarized below in Table 5 by category. Composite        
means of all items falling under the same category (and thus           
corresponding to the items listed in Table 4) were also          
taken and are summarized below in Table 6. Tables 5 and 6            
also illustrate color-coded results by level of experience        

where greener shades indicate greater system acceptance,       
and redder shades indicate lower system acceptance. 

Research Question 2: System Acceptance by Country 
A Kruskal-Wallis H test was conducted on the same 39          
total items under 4 categories of system acceptance:        
Positivity of Beliefs, Contexts of Acceptability, Perception       
of Risks, and Measures of Trust, by country of residence.          
Significant differences in system acceptance by country       
were found on 24 total items, falling under all of the 4            
categories. These items are summarized in Table 7.  

Means of each significant item were taken and are         
summarized below in Table 8 by category. Composite        
means of all items falling under the same category (and thus           
corresponding to the items listed in Table 7) were also          
taken and are summarized below in Table 9. Tables 8 and 9            
also illustrate color-coded results by level of experience        
where greener shades indicate greater system acceptance,       
and redder shades indicate lower system acceptance. 

In order to isolate the effects of experience on trust          
independent of the influence of different cultural       
dimensions, a Mann-Whitney U test was conducted on        
Trust by experience level, Expert or Naive using only data          
from Russia, as Russia is the only country with Expert          
participants. To yield a single Trust score, the 20-item trust          
scale from the questionnaire was scored to achieve a single          
Trust Score for each participant. No significant difference        
was found between Trust in the system by experience level          
on data from Russia (U = 411.5, p = .075). These results are             
detailed in Table 10. 

 
  Mann-Whitney U Wilcoxon W Z p 

Acceptability2 2089 26179 2.637 0.008** 

Risks2 1826.5 2204.5 3.385 0.001** 

Risks3 2218 2596 2.168 0.03* 

Risks4 1966.5 2344.5 2.897 0.004** 

Risks5 2113 2491 2.479 0.013* 

Risks6 2189.5 2567.5 2.275 0.023* 

Trust10 1723 2101 3.738 0** 

Trust11 1807.5 2185.5 3.393 0.001** 

Trust20 2201 2579 2.335 0.02* 

        * significance at the .05 level (2-tailed); **significance at the .01 level (2-tailed). 
Table 4. Mann-Whitney U results 
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 Naïve Expert 

 (N = 219) (N = 27) 

 M  SD M SD 

Acceptability2: I believe that the o.vision system is acceptable as a building entry system in 
the context of: Halls of Residence (Student Buildings)  

3.78 1.39 4.48 0.89 

Risks2: Data Sharing/Privacy [Lower score is better] 3.85 1.31 3.04 1.26 

Risks3: Fear of mistaken identity in general [Lower score is better] 3.32 1.30 2.74 1.23 

Risks4: Fear of being mistaken for someone else of a similar minority ethnicity/gender 
[Lower score is better] 

3.07 1.42 2.22 1.31 

Risks5: Discomfort with the technology [Lower score is better] 2.77 1.41 2.07 1.33 

Risks6: Unsure how it works [Lower score is better] 2.48 1.35 1.93 1.36 

Trust10: The system seems to be intelligent 3.87 1.06 2.93 1.36 

Trust11: The system can recognize human faces just like a real person 3.41 1.27 2.59 1.01 

Trust20: The system is innovative 4.20 1.02 3.78 1.09 

Table 5. All individual significant items by level of experience with means and standard deviations, color coded to show 
comparative level of acceptance  (from red to green in increasing order of acceptance) 

 
 
 
 
 

Category of System Acceptance 

Naïve Expert 

(N = 219) (N = 27) 

M  SD M  SD 

Contexts of Acceptability (Higher score indicates more 
acceptability in each context) 

3.78 1.39 4.48 0.89 

Perception of Risks (Higher score indicates greater 
perception of risk) 

3.10 1.43 2.40 1.34 

Measures of Trust (Higher score indicates greater trust) 3.83 1.17 3.10 1.25 

Table 6. Significant measures of system acceptance by level of experience with means and standard deviations, color coded to show 
comparative level of acceptance  (from red to green in increasing order of acceptance) 
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 Kruskal-Wallis H df p 

Positivity3 35.996 9 0** 

Positivity5 21.418 9 0.011* 

Acceptability2 28.678 9 0.001** 

Acceptability4 34.101 9 0** 

Acceptability5 28.675 9 0.001** 

Acceptability6 28.684 9 0.001** 

Acceptability7 42.147 9 0** 

Risks1 21.109 9 0.012* 

Risks2 27.643 9 0.001** 

Risks4 17.719 9 0.039* 

Risks5 52.066 9 0** 

Trust2 46.442 9 0** 

Trust3 41.641 9 0** 

Trust5 34.022 9 0** 

Trust9 21.715 9 0.01* 

Trust10 22.221 9 0.008** 

Trust11 47.108 9 0** 

Trust12 37.333 9 0** 

Trust13 22.96 9 0.006** 

Trust14 26.73 9 0.002** 

Trust15 22.651 9 0.007** 

Trust16 24.263 9 0.004** 

Trust17 20.855 9 0.013* 

Trust18 38.818 9 0** 

* significance at the .05 level (2-tailed); **significance at the .01 level (2-tailed). 
Table 7. Kruskal-Wallis H results 
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 Russia India Singapore Canada UK USA Others 

  (N = 68) (N = 63) (N = 26) (N = 11) (N = 61) (N = 12) (N = 5) 

 M  SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD 

Positivity3: I believe that the o.vision system is FUN  3.59 1.42 3.76 1.09 3.42 1.17 2.64 1.36 2.75 1.29 2.25 1.06 3.00 1.58 

Positivity5: I believe that the o.vision system is 
ACCEPTABLE to be used by me 

4.03 1.30 4.21 0.97 3.73 1.12 3.18 1.40 3.38 1.51 3.25 1.22 4.60 0.55 

Acceptability2: I believe that the o.vision system is 
acceptable as a building entry system in the following 
context: Halls of residence (student buildings)  

4.31 1.14 4.14 1.11 3.81 1.27 3.82 1.33 3.18 1.52 3.33 1.67 4.00 1.73 

Acceptability4: I believe that the o.vision system is 
acceptable as a building entry system in the following 
context: Schools  

4.22 1.23 4.22 0.99 3.85 1.29 3.45 1.51 3.20 1.50 3.08 1.44 4.40 0.89 

Acceptability5: I believe that the o.vision system is 
acceptable as a building entry system in the following 
context: Offices  

4.22 1.10 4.41 0.93 4.04 1.18 3.36 1.50 3.48 1.46 3.08 1.51 4.60 0.55 

Acceptability6: I believe that the o.vision system is 
acceptable as a building entry system in the following 
context: Shops  

3.01 1.64 3.27 1.36 2.92 1.52 2.36 1.80 2.15 1.44 2.17 1.27 3.20 2.05 

Acceptability7: I believe that the o.vision system is 
acceptable as a building entry system in the following 
context: Factories  

4.12 1.30 4.30 1.06 3.73 1.28 3.00 1.73 2.95 1.52 3.00 1.60 4.80 0.45 

Risks1: Data security [Lower score is better] 3.12 1.46 3.75 1.27 3.58 1.30 3.82 1.54 4.07 1.22 3.58 1.44 3.80 1.30 

Risks2: Data sharing/privacy [Lower score is better] 3.16 1.39 3.81 1.20 3.88 1.18 3.73 1.62 4.23 1.17 4.00 1.41 4.40 0.89 

Risks4: Fear of being mistaken for someone else of a 
similar minority ethnicity/gender [Lower score is better] 

2.49 1.39 2.98 1.28 3.00 1.44 3.64 1.43 3.23 1.54 3.33 1.37 4.00 1.00 

Risks5: Discomfort with the technology [Lower score is 
better] 

2.01 1.30 2.40 1.24 2.65 1.23 3.73 1.27 3.39 1.33 3.50 1.31 3.20 2.05 

Trust2: The system is dangerous [Reverse scored] 4.18 1.11 3.97 1.00 3.54 0.90 3.27 1.19 3.05 1.22 3.00 1.28 3.20 1.48 

Trust3: The system is trustworthy  3.88 1.06 3.67 0.88 3.62 0.90 2.82 1.08 2.90 1.04 2.75 1.29 2.60 1.14 

Trust5: I am at the system’s mercy [Reverse scored] 3.71 1.40 3.02 1.41 3.00 1.26 2.36 1.21 2.67 1.29 1.92 1.00 1.80 0.84 

Trust9: I mistrust the system’s purpose [Reverse scored] 3.97 1.20 4.03 0.97 3.88 0.82 2.91 1.22 3.41 1.42 2.92 1.51 2.80 1.48 

Trust10: The system seems to be intelligent  3.54 1.32 4.24 0.69 3.92 0.89 3.45 1.29 3.61 1.20 3.42 1.08 3.60 1.67 

Trust11: The system can recognize human faces just 
like a real person  

2.74 1.27 4.00 0.92 3.73 0.96 3.73 1.27 3.00 1.32 3.33 1.15 3.60 1.67 

Trust12: The system has integrity 3.76 1.12 3.60 0.87 3.50 0.95 2.91 1.30 2.74 1.15 2.58 1.16 2.20 1.30 

Trust13: I am wary of the system [Reverse scored] 3.57 1.31 3.68 1.06 3.54 1.07 2.82 1.54 2.84 1.36 2.50 1.31 3.40 1.67 

Trust14: I am suspicious of the system’s intent, action, 
or outputs [Reverse scored] 

3.84 1.23 3.87 1.10 3.62 0.98 2.45 1.21 3.21 1.38 2.58 1.31 3.60 1.34 

Trust15: The system’s actions will have a harmful or 
injurious outcome [Reverse scored] 

3.94 1.16 3.98 1.11 3.88 0.91 3.36 1.12 3.28 1.28 3.00 1.13 3.80 1.10 

Trust16: I am confident in the system  3.65 1.17 3.79 0.88 3.54 0.99 2.82 1.25 3.00 1.18 3.00 1.13 3.20 1.48 

Trust17: The system provides security  3.94 1.12 4.11 0.86 3.92 0.89 3.55 1.21 3.54 1.01 3.58 1.16 3.60 1.67 

Trust18: The system is dependable  2.76 1.13 3.83 0.91 3.46 0.76 2.82 1.25 3.25 0.92 3.67 0.89 3.20 1.48 

Table 8. All individual significant items by country of residence with means and standard deviations, color coded to show 
comparative level of acceptance  (from red to green in increasing order of acceptance)  
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Category of System 
Acceptance 

Russia India Singapore Canada UK USA Others 

(N = 68) (N = 63) (N = 26) (N = 11) (N = 61) (N = 12) (N = 5) 

M  SD M  SD M  SDV M  SD M  SD M SD M  SD 

Positivity of Beliefs  
(Higher score indicates 
more positive beliefs) 

3.81 1.37 3.98 1.05 3.58 1.14 2.91 1.38 3.07 1.43 2.75 1.22 3.80 1.40 

Contexts of 
Acceptability (Higher 
score indicates more 
acceptability in each 

context) 

3.98 1.38 4.07 1.17 3.67 1.35 3.20 1.60 2.99 1.55 2.93 1.51 4.20 1.32 

Perception of Risks  
(Higher score indicates 
greater perception of 

risk) 

2.69 1.46 3.23 1.37 3.28 1.36 3.73 1.42 3.73 1.39 3.60 1.36 3.85 1.35 

Measures of Trust  
(Higher score indicates 

greater trust) 
3.65 1.27 3.83 1.02 3.63 0.97 3.02 1.26 3.11 1.25 2.94 1.24 3.12 1.42 

Table 9. Significant measures of system acceptance by country of residence with means and standard deviations, color coded to 
show comparative level of acceptance (from red to green in increasing order of acceptance) 

 

 

Ranks     

  Level of Experience N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 

Trust_SCORE Expert 27 29.24 789.5 

  Naive 41 37.96 1556.5 

 Total 68   

     

Test Statistics     

  Mann-Whitney U Wilcoxon W Z p 

Trust_SCORE 411.5 789.5 1.781 0.075 

Grouping Variable: Expert-Naive    

Table 10. Mann-Whitney U test results on Trust Score using Expert/Naive as a grouping variable on data from only Russia 
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Research Question 3: Trust in the System as a Function          
of Personality and LOC 
As also used above, the 20-item trust scale was scored to           
achieve a single Trust Score for each participant. A         
hierarchical multiple regression was carried out to       
determine the impact of the Big Five Inventory (BFI) and          
Locus of Control (LOC) on Trust Scores. 

First, a regression analysis was conducted to measure the         
impact of the Big Five personality traits on trust. In step 1, a             
significant relationship was found between the BFI and the         
measure of trust on three of the five dimensions:         
Agreeableness, Neuroticism, and Openness (F(5, 240) =       
4.563, p = .001; agreeableness β = .148, p = .041;           
neuroticism β = -.166, p = .025; openness β = .133, p =             
.035). This indicates that as levels of agreeableness and         
openness increase and levels of neuroticism decrease, trust        
ratings increase. In addition, a significant relationship was        
found between LOC and the measure of trust separately         
(F(1, 244) = 7.416, p = .007; LOC β = .172, p = .007). This               
indicates that as levels of LOC increase, trust ratings         
increase. Results for Step 1 are summarized in Tables 11          
and 12.  

In step 2, LOC was added to the regression analysis. All six            
measures together were shown to be a significant predictor         
of trust (F(6, 239) = 3.933, p = .001), however when           
combined with the BFI, LOC was not shown to be a           
significant predictor (LOC β = .071, p = .373). Thus, Locus           
of Control was not found to contribute significantly to the          
predictive algorithm, although individually significant.     
Results for Step 2 are summarized in Table 13. 

In order to isolate the measures that most closely predict          
trust, a Pearson Correlation was carried out using all         
measures of the BFI along with LOC. It was found that           
LOC correlated at a highly significant level with all five          
measures of the BFI (LOC and Extraversion r = .226, p <            
0.001, LOC and Agreeableness r = .164, p = .010, LOC and            
Conscientiousness r = .484, p < 0.001, LOC and         
Neuroticism r = -.429, p < 0.001, LOC and Openness r =            
.266, p < 0.001). Findings are summarized in Table 14. 

Qualitative Responses 
Through the open ended questions, Expert users readily        
offered more suggestions for settings to replace existing        
security systems with a facial recognition system, quoting a         
variety of settings and explanations of convenience - “In         
cases of use in large offices - reduces travel time”          
(Participant number 225, from a collectivist country), and        
“Universities. Some universities, for example LETI, use a        
pass system with a card. You can forget them.” (P220,          
collectivist). Experts identified exactly one additional risk       
associated with the system - the possibility of twins being          
confused for one another, and overwhelmingly stated that        
they would recommend the system to a friend. Most did not           

identify any links between the technology and COVID-19        
situation, with the few who did mentioning that it boosted          
their sense of safety, and feeling that a temperature scan          
would be particularly useful in these times. In contrast,         
Naive participants qualified their suggestions for replacing       
existing security systems with facial recognition-drive      
systems by mentioning barriers of cost, privacy, complexity        
of installation, power failures, and user discomfort. Nearly        
every suggestion included conditions and issuances of       
doubt, such as in this response: “I believe facial recognition          
could feasibly completely replace other access systems in        
all buildings, however I don't think it is worth the time and            
effort to do so. Realistically, I believe facial recognition         
should only be implemented in medium-high security areas,        
such as airports. Also, I would personally not feel at ease if            
facial recognition was used everywhere-- it would make me         
feel that all my movements were being openly recorded, as          
if I were in some Orwellian dystopia. I am sure I am not the              
only one with this belief.” (P37, collectivist) Naive        
participants also identified additional risks associated with       
the system not previously mentioned on the questionnaire,        
such as database maintenance costs and storage space,        
issues with face coverings, over-reliance on technology,       
difficulty in replacing the system in the case of a hack or            
breach, and a loss of social contact. Naive participants were          
overwhelmingly inclined to recommend the system to a        
friend, but qualified that they would investigate the cost of          
setup and the level of security available before doing so.          
Naive participants responded with a variety of thoughts on         
the state of facial recognition in 2020, noting advantages         
such as reduced contact and quick access granting as linked          
to social distancing and fewer health risks. They also         
expressed some measures of doubt, linking the propensity        
for facial recognition systems to misidentify people of        
minority races to the Black Lives Matter protests and         
renewed cultural awareness around racism taking place at        
the time, and noting that face coverings and masks can          
cause the technology to falter. 

Many participants from Individualistic countries stressed      
that their most pressing concern with the system was with          
cyber security and the loss of privacy, such as in this           
response: “risk of negative opinion being associated with        
the organisation using the system. e.g. 'Are they trying to          
spy on me'” (P191, individualistic). Among these       
participants, responses relating the system to the climate in         
2020 were more likely to mention distrust of facial         
recognition technology due to issues or racism and        
discrinination than to mention the opportunity to have a         
low-contact entry granting system during a pandemic.       
Participants were also very likely to recommend the system         
to a friend, but highlighted the need to be familiar with the            
ins and outs of the system before doing so - “Not until I             
know more about it myself” (P106, individualistic). 
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ANOVA    

  df F p 

Regression 5 4.563 0.001** 

Residual 240   

Total 245   

    

Coefficients    

  β t p 

Extraversion -0.068 1.025 0.307 

Agreeableness 0.148 2.058 0.041* 

Conscientiousness 0.028 0.407 0.685 

Neuroticism -0.166 2.261 0.025* 

Openness 0.133 2.125 0.035* 

* significance at the .05 level; **significance at the .01 level 
 

Table 11. Linear Regression results showing the relationship between the BFI and Trust 

 

 
ANOVA    

  df F p 

Regression 1 7.416 .007* 

Residual 244   

Total 245   

    

Coefficients    

  β t p 

Locus of Control 0.172 2.723 0.007 

             * significance at the .05 level; **significance at the .01 level. 
 

Table 12. Linear Regression results showing the relationship between LOC and Trust 
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ANOVA    

  df F p 

Regression 6 3.933 0.001** 

Residual 239   

Total 245   

    

Coefficients    

  β t p 

Extraversion -0.072 1.073 0.284 

Agreeableness 0.16 2.185 0.03* 

Conscientiousness 0 0.004 0.997 

Neuroticism -0.14 1.783 0.076 

Openness 0.115 1.74 0.083 

Locus of Control 0.071 0.893 0.373 

                    * significance at the .05 level; **significance at the .01 level. 
 

Table 13. Linear Regression results showing the relationship between the BFI and LOC considered together, and Trust 

 

 

 

Correlations        

  M SD Extraversion Agreeableness Conscientiousness Neuroticism Openness 

Extraversion 26.43 5.30      

Agreeableness 34.19 5.26 .267**     

Conscientiousness 32.74 5.54 .200** .358**    

Neuroticism 21.44 6.08 -.329** -.449** -.357**   

Openness 36.88 5.41 0.105 0.069 0.07 0.036*  

Locus of Control 99.30 11.44 .226** .164** .484** -.429** .266** 

* Significance at the .05 level (2-tailed); ** Significance at the .01 level (2-tailed). 
 

Table 14. Pearson correlations between each of the dimensions of the BFI and the LOC, with means and standard deviations 
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Participants from Collectivist countries felt positively about       
the possibility of switching out an existing security system         
with a facial recognition-based system, though mentioned       
aspects of community and larger social structures more        
often, such as “Difficulty would be depend[e]nt on the         
country's regulations, whether ownership is public or       
private” (P31, collectivist), and “This can be done with [a]          
little bit of convincing the residents” (P25, collectivist).        
Participants were most concerned about potential failures of        
the technology, such as power outages and security        
breaches, as well as the burden of introducing a new system           
to an existing community - “Visitors entry experience will         
not be great if they are not used to such systems” (P102,            
collectivist). Participants were very likely to want to        
recommend the system to others, responding by predicting        
their friends’ responses in turn - “I would definitely share          
the details about O.vision, however, it’s very difficult to         
change people’s mindset, as this is something new” (P108,         
collectivist). Participants were very enthusiastic about the       
role the system can play in the climate of 2020, mentioning           
various ways in which those working and studying during         
the COVID-19 pandemic can feel safe with a system that          
requires no contact and works rapidly. 

Questionnaire Reliability 
Cronbach’s Alpha revealed the questionnaire to have       
acceptable internal consistency, α = 0.80. Most items from         
the questionnaire considered when measuring system      
acceptance were found to be worthy of retention. All items          
from questions 8 and 13 were not found to be reliable, but            
were excluded nonetheless as their only role was to prompt          
participant reflection and prime them for the main        
questions. However four items from the measure of        
Perception of Risks (Question 15) - Risks1, Risks2, Risks3,         
and Risks5 - as well as eight items from the Trust scale            
(Question 18) - Trust2, Trust4, Trust5, Trust7, Trust9,        
Trust13, Trust14, and Trust15 were found to lower        
reliability of the overall questionnaire. As the Cronbach’s        
Alpha was run after the analyses were completed, these         
items were not removed in the present study, but future          
analyses may benefit from removing these items. 

6. DISCUSSION 
The results of the study show a marked difference in          
attitudes by experience with the system, as well as         
differences in system acceptance by individual countries       
and patterns along the dimensions of collectivism and        
individualism. Furthermore, personality traits were shown      
to be a predictor of trust in the system, and qualitative           
responses by participants echoed the sentiments displayed       
in the numbers. In this section, the implications of these          
results will be more closely examined. 

System Acceptance and Experience 
The findings showed a significant difference in perception        
between the experienced participants and the naive       

participants on 9 of the 39 statements (23%), under the          
categories Contexts of Acceptability, Perception of Risks,       
and Measures of Trust. None under Positivity of Beliefs         
were found to have a significant difference. Of the 9 that           
were found to be significant, the results indicate a slight          
variation in behavior by experience level. Interestingly,       
experienced users of the technology were more widely        
accepting of the technology and less concerned with risks,         
but trusted the system less than naive, completely        
inexperienced participants did. This is perhaps because       
expert users are familiar with the system and its workings          
and thus do not find it as “intelligent” - they do not have             
any unrealistic expectations. Revisiting the Uncanny Valley       
model, Gursoy et al [34] and Troshani et al [93] found           
system acceptance of AI devices to be context dependent,         
and to rely strongly on perceptions of anthropomorphism        
and emotion. In their studies, participants based their        
acceptance of AI on their personal schemas of what they          
expected in contexts like healthcare and self-service       
machines, and what they were familiar with and needed         
from a system. Attitudes of AI acceptance are thus personal          
choices. It is likely that experienced users of the o.vision          
system have built familiarity and made peace with the         
dissonance between the system’s appearance and function,       
and have experienced firsthand the effectiveness and       
convenience of its usage. They are familiar with its         
presence in their vicinity, finding it more acceptable as a          
security system in a student residence than naive        
participants did. This is perhaps explained in part by the          
fact that a large proportion of the expert users surveyed are           
students living in residences where the o.vision system is         
currently in use.  

Of the risks mentioned in the questionnaire that showed a          
difference in perception between experienced and naive       
participants, the greatest distinction was found for the risk         
“Unsure how it works”, easily explained by the knowledge         
gap between a current user and an individual who has never           
encountered the system. Experienced users were less       
concerned than naive participants with a “Fear of mistaken         
identity in general” and “Fear of being mistaken for         
someone else of a similar minority ethnicity/gender”, likely        
due to having already used the system and being aware of           
its success rate. This likely also reflects the ethnic makeup          
of Russia - the present study did not collect information          
regarding participant ethnicity, but Russia’s ethnic makeup       
is fairly homogeneous, and this may explain the lack of          
concern for the latter risk. This is notable, as the literature           
lists a number of risks that remain prevalent with nearly any           
facial recognition system, as displayed most notably with        
tests on Microsoft, IBM, and Google’s systems by Barsan         
[9]. The o.vision system states a success rate of nearly          
100%, and it is possible that since it only conducts simple           
identity management as opposed to complex facial feature        
parsing, its users do not associate a number of primary risk           
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factors with this system. Both naive participants and        
experienced users showed low “Discomfort with the       
technology”, with experienced users being slightly less       
concerned than naive participants - this suggests a baseline         
openness to the technology among those sampled.       
Interestingly, both naive and experienced users were       
concerned about the risk of “Data Sharing/Privacy”, though        
experienced users were less concerned than naive users.        
Naive users are likely concerned about this risk as it applies           
to facial recognition technology in general, while       
experienced users are likely more concerned in practice, as         
their data is already in use to make the system function.  

On the Trust scale, experienced users found the system less          
“intelligent” and less capable of “recognizing human faces        
just like a real person”. Both groups found the system          
innovative, more so with the naive users. This displays a          
vote of confidence for the system, with both groups finding          
the technology effective in theory and in practice, but the          
experienced users harboring no false expectations regarding       
its functioning, having actually used it and grown        
accustomed to it. 

A large number of items on the questionnaire were not          
found to have a significant difference in perception by         
experience, including four other Contexts of Acceptability       
(Offices, Airports, Personal Device Security, and      
Residential Security), one Risk (Data Security), and a        
number of items on the measure of Trust. In addition, there           
was no significant difference found at all on any items          
representing Positivity of Beliefs, including finding the       
system “Fun”, “Useful”, “Expensive”, “Easy to use” and        
“Acceptable to be used by me”. Most notably among the          
items that did not indicate a significant difference are a          
large number of items on the Trust scale, including “The          
system is trustworthy”, “The system is a reliable access         
granting system”, and “The system has integrity”. It appears         
that experience using a facial recognition system does not         
dispel all worries about its trustworthiness.  

A significant difference between groups on 23% of the         
items considered as variables represents a fairly weak        
difference between the groups overall, though the items that         
showed a difference were decisive in their distinction. Thus         
experience using a facial recognition system impacts some        
aspects of system acceptance by reducing concerns about        
most risks except for Data Security, being seen as         
acceptable in the context of use, and finding the system          
innovative. However, experienced users are still not quick        
to trust the system overall, and display more wariness in          
some areas than users with no experience using the system          
at all. 

Variation by Country of Residence 
The findings showed a significant difference in perception        
between the experienced participants and the naive       
participants on 24 of the 39 statements (61.5%), under all 4           

categories considered: Positivity of Beliefs, Contexts of       
Acceptability, Perception of Risks, and Measures of Trust.        
Of the 24 that were found to be significant, the results           
indicate a prominent variation in behavior by country of         
residence. The trend overall points to a clear distinction         
between attitudes reported by collectivist countries (India,       
Russia, Singapore) and those reported by individualist       
countries (the USA, the UK, and Canada). Collectivist        
countries were more accepting of the system on the whole          
than individualist countries, with Singapore being slightly       
less accepting than India and Russia. The collectivist        
countries were more positive towards the system than the         
individualist ones, finding it more “Fun” and still more         
“Acceptable to be used by me”. The individualist countries         
were also fairly positive towards the system on the latter,          
with scores above 3 on all counts. A significant difference          
was not found on the items “Useful”, “Easy to Use”, and           
Expensive”. Thus, issues of practicality around cost and        
usefulness once installed were not considered heavily by the         
groups of countries, while issues of openness and        
acceptance were significantly - all participants were       
reasonably interested in the system and felt open to use it,           
though participants from collectivist countries expressed      
greater openness and acceptance. This difference is likely        
due to the cultural difference in societal attitudes, with         
collectivist countries being more collaborative and open to        
group experiences and systems that can benefit the group         
[43]. 

Among Contexts of Acceptability, most items showed a        
significant difference between countries - “Student      
Residences”, “Schools”, “Offices”, “Shops”, and     
“Factories”. Three items did not show a significant        
difference: “Airports”, “Homes”, and “Secure buildings”.      
Collectivist countries once again scored higher on each of         
the items, with Singapore scoring slightly lower than Russia         
and India. Overall, participants from all countries       
overwhelmingly found shops to be the least acceptable        
context for facial recognition technology, likely due to the         
low need for a security-based system in such a public area,           
and the discomfort with large numbers of entrants being         
scanned without explicit consent. Once again, it is likely         
that participants from collectivist countries felt more open        
to facial recognition systems as security systems in a         
number of contexts as they would serve the larger group as           
a security system that works for all, despite any personal          
discomfort. Participants from individualistic countries were      
likely more concerned with their own comfort and approval,         
and marked each option as so [43]. It is notable that there            
was no significant difference between the groups of        
countries on using facial recognition in airport settings or in          
the home.  

In line with the pattern thus far, participants from         
collectivist countries were less concerned with a variety of         
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risks than were those from individualistic countries. Across        
both groups, there was concern with the risks of “Data          
Security” and “Data Sharing/Privacy” than there was for        
“Fear of being mistaken for someone else of a similar          
minority ethnicity/gender” and “Discomfort with the      
technology”. No significant differences between groups      
were found for the risks “Fear of mistaken identity in          
general” and “Unsure how it works”. Interestingly, the        
countries of Singapore, the USA, the UK, and Canada were          
more concerned with “Fear of being mistaken for someone         
else of a similar minority ethnicity/gender” than were India         
and Russia, with scores above 3 versus scores below 3. This           
could likely be attributed to the relative ethnic homogeneity         
of Russia and India as compared to the other 4 countries.           
The USA and the UK were most concerned about Data          
Security and Data Sharing, scoring each of the two at or           
near 4 out of 5 points. This is likely due to the recent             
discussions surrounding data rights and privacy in both of         
these countries that have since become a global talking         
point. As individualistic societies, concerns regarding      
personal security and self-preservation would be weighed       
higher than such concerns in collectivist countries, where        
the needs of the group are put in front of those of the             
individual. 13 of the 20 items of the Trust measure were           
found to have a significant difference by country, including         
“The system is dangerous” (reverse scored), “The system        
seems to be intelligent”, and “The system provides        
security”. The items that did not show a significant         
difference include “The system’s mode of operation is        
obscure”, “The system is reliable”, and “The system is         
innovative”. Of the 13 items, India was the most trusting of           
the system of the countries, and the USA was the least           
trusting. This pattern holds throughout the significant items,        
with India showing the greatest system acceptance overall,        
and the USA showing the lowest system acceptance. In         
addition to the differences in individualism between the two         
countries, this is likely also due to the information         
technology-heavy economy and culture in India weighed       
against the racial diversity and concern with technological        
privacy and security in the United States. 

A significant difference between groups of countries on        
61.5% of the items considered as variables represents a         
fairly strong difference between the groups overall, with the         
distinctions between collectivist and individualistic     
countries being decisive as well. With minor variation on         
specific items among countries within groups, overall       
collectivist countries were more open and accepting of the         
system, being open to more contexts of use and being less           
concerned about common risks and trusting the system        
more than did participants from collectivist countries. This        
is in line with the literature, particularly with Hornik and          
Tupchiy’s [47] findings that collectivist countries prioritize       
benevolence and conformity (and thus see the system for         
what it can offer) and that individualistic countries prioritize         

individual self-direction and power (and thus are hesitant to         
quickly trust a strange system without an opportunity to         
form their own detailed opinions). Overall, India was the         
most accepting, and the USA was the least accepting.         
Certain items across the scale of system acceptance stood         
out across all considered countries, including a lack of         
acceptance of facial recognition technology in shops, a        
collective concern regarding data security and data privacy,        
and the sense of feeling “at the system’s mercy”. These          
illustrate concerns with system acceptance that shatter       
divisions between cultures, pointing to global attitudes that        
should be paid attention to. On the whole, collectivist         
cultures were more accepting of facial recognition       
technology, likely due to their tendencies towards strong        
in-group ties and loyalty towards their own. The system         
offers an opportunity to safeguard buildings and       
communities, and in the light of such protection and         
efficiency, personal concerns and risks fall by the wayside.         
In contrast, individualistic cultures are less trusting to begin         
with, and trained to protect themselves first. As such,         
concerns with risks become more salient when they threaten         
the individual, and trust and acceptance fall. In addition, the          
cultural conversation in the year 2020 heavily criticizing        
facial recognition technology has undoubtedly played a part        
in shaping the attitudes of most respondents, and would be          
most likely to impact the responses by those from         
individualistic countries who feel permitted to express       
these. 

When data from Russia was isolated, and trust in the system           
compared by experience level (Expert and Naive), no        
significant difference was found between the groups. This is         
noteworthy, as it suggests that the influence of culture and          
country impacts the proclivity for trusting a system more         
heavily than experience with the system itself does. These         
results are useful in offsetting the fact that the sample only           
includes Expert data from Russia (as it is the only country           
in which the system is currently in use), and that in           
cross-cultural comparisons, Russian data was the only one        
to include Experts in the sample. As no significant         
difference was found on trust, it suggests that the         
cross-cultural tests conducted hold true, without much loss        
in validity from this distinction. However, these results        
must be taken with a grain of salt, as the sample size is             
fairly small (with a total of 68 Russian participants), and the           
Expert and Naive samples being quite uneven (27 and 41          
participants, respectively). In addition, these results only       
measured a difference in Trust and not on system         
acceptance as a whole, and only considered data from         
Russia. It plants a seed for future research in this vein           
comparing data on experience by country for a variety of          
countries.  

Personality Traits and LOC on Trust 
The findings showed a significant influence of personality        
on trust in the system, on three of the five dimensions of the             
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BFI: Agreeableness, Neuroticism, Openness. Agreeableness     
and Openness positively predict trust, while Neuroticism       
negatively predicts trust. Thus, high levels of curiosity and         
willingness to try new experiences, as well having a more          
amiable, pleasant, and considerate personality causes one to        
trust the system more. It follows that individuals who would          
readily try something unfamiliar and are open to the         
benefits that the system could provide would be more         
trustful. High levels of neuroticism suggest increased       
anxiety, worry, stress, a decreased ability to deal with         
frustrations, and a tendency against delayed gratification. It        
thus follows as well that these tensions would obfuscate any          
benefits of the system and lay bare the potential for things           
to go wrong. As a result, high levels of neuroticism predict           
lower trust in the system. Interesting, conscientiousness and        
extraversion were not found to impact trust.  

In addition, the Locus of Control (as measured by the ICI)           
was found to be a significant predictor of trust as well.           
Individuals with a higher score on the ICI (and thus a more            
internal locus of control) positively predicted trust in the         
system. An internal locus of control signifies that an         
individual believes that their life is within their control, and          
that they have power over the happenings around them.         
Individuals with a more external locus of control would be          
inclined to think the worst of the system, believing that          
anything may go wrong with its operation and negatively         
serve themselves and the people around them. In contrast,         
individuals with a more internal locus of control would be          
aware of the risks, but conscious of their own power over           
the systen’s usage and their ability to evade any sticky          
situations. It thus follows that this would lead to greater          
trust in the system. 

These findings stand in line with Sharan and Romano’s         
findings [87]. They found that the Locus of Control has a           
strong moderating influence on trust (as measured via        
reaction time in their study). Similarly, the present study         
found that the locus of control had a very strong link to            
trust, stronger still than the influence of the BFI. Sharan and           
Romano [87] also found that the BFI predicted trust, with          
neuroticism and extraversion predicting trust. This study       
found a link between neuroticism and trust as well, but did           
not find a significant link between extraversion and trust.         
Instead, agreeableness and openness were found to predict        
trust.  

The findings on the influence of personality traits (as         
measured by the BFI and ICI) on trust being in line with the             
previous literature reveals construct validity in our measure        
of the trust. The 20-item trust scale that was adapted from           
previous research holds strength, and may be adapted        
further and reused to study trust in technology [52, 25, 10].  

Interestingly, when both the dimensions of the Big Five         
were considered alongside Locus of Control regarding their        

influence on trust, only Agreeableness was found to        
significantly predict trust, and locus of control no longer         
significantly predicted trust. This suggested that there is a         
level of overlap and close correlation between the two         
measures, as they are significant predictors separately, but        
appear to cancel each other out when combined. In order to           
ascertain this close relationship, a Pearson correlation was        
carried out and confirmed this theory. Thus, the ICI and the           
BFI are distinct measures, but are closely correlated and         
measure traits that align with each other. These may not be           
similar traits, but are traits that are linked in a manner that            
causes them both to predict trust in the same direction.  

Limitations 
A pronounced limitation of the present study were the         
numerous disparities in the splits in sample sizes. The         
population of Expert and Naive participants differed by        
over a factor of eight, with significantly more Naive than          
Expert participants. In addition, the sample sizes of        
participants from each country varied significantly, with       
many more participants from Russia and India than from         
Canada. As a result, there were significantly more data         
points from collectivist countries than from individualist       
countries This was caused in part due to the fact that the            
technology is only available in a limited number of settings          
in Russia, and that data collection was made difficult during          
the COVID-19 pandemic that limited international travel       
and in-person interaction. These incongruities affect the       
external validity of the study, as they may have caused an           
imbalance in the weightage of the results. 

As an extension of this limitation, all Expert participants         
were conspicuously from Russia. This both affected the        
data on country of residence from Russia (as it was the only            
one of the datasets among all countries that included users          
of the actual technology), and caused all data on         
experienced users to be necessarily impacted by Russian        
cultural norms. A study of experience within only the data          
collected from Russia was conducted to offset this slightly,         
but this test was subject to small and uneven sample sizes as            
well. In order to better understand the impact of experience          
on system acceptance, it would be prudent to collect data          
from current users from different countries once the        
technology has been installed outside of Russia. Another        
consequence of the global nature of the sample was that          
Russian participants completed a Russian translation of the        
questionnaire, and there is always a possibility of        
mistranslations and misunderstandings when language is      
concerned, particularly with complex sentences such as “I        
am at the system’s mercy”. All other participants having to          
be fluent English speakers also precludes inclusion of a         
truly global sample. 

In the present study, the Naive participants were not         
actually exposed to the system in person at all. Seeing a           
picture of facial recognition technology through a screen        
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may not be an impactful enough experience to elicit a          
realistic reaction towards the system. More powerful       
responses in the measurement of system acceptance could        
be elicited from an in-person study or a simulation-based         
study that sets participants up to use facial recognition         
technology for some time before responding to attitudinal        
measures for a more accurate impression of values.        
Self-report measures hold limited viability, and the entirety        
of the present method relied on a self-reported        
questionnaire. This markedly affects the internal validity of        
system acceptance, and each of the measures under the         
umbrella of acceptance: Positivity of Beliefs, Contexts of        
Acceptability, Perception of Risks, and Measures of Trust.        
The fully digital nature of this study was another         
consequence of the COVID-19 ecosystem, and impacts the        
ecological validity of the results.  

Finally, Cronbach’s Alpha for the questionnaire was       
conducted after analyses were completed, and several items        
included in the analysis were shown to lower reliability of          
the scale. These items were exclusively from the scales         
measuring Perception of Risks and Trust, and several of         
these items were found to be significant in the present          
study. This study could benefit from a repeat of the          
analyses that excludes these items from the dataset.  

Implications for the Design of Facial Recognition       
Technologies 
The results of this study hold implications for both         
psychology and design. An increased understanding of       
some of the predictors of trust and system acceptance offer          
us a window into how the o.vision system and facial          
recognition technology more widely are perceived. The       
results suggest that experience using a system is helpful in          
warming up to it, though trust may actually be adversely          
affected by experience. Several elements of personality       
impact attitudes towards such technology, and the       
dimensions of one’s country of residence and cultural        
background strongly impact how such technology is seen        
and the general openness towards it.  

The present study was conducted with the help of the          
o.vision company, which has established its technology in        
certain settings in Russia, but is in the process of expanding           
its operations to the United Kingdom and trialing entry         
systems that may be adopted by large, multinational        
corporations and public services in large metropolitan areas.        
In addition, other companies developing systems in the        
space of facial recognition technology are increasingly       
expanding into airports and private developments around       
the world [2]. There is thus an urgency of need to           
practically understand how to mitigate risks and address        
public concerns in a manner that encourages acceptance.        
This would enable issue-free installation, should the       
development of the technology and the legal processes        
allow for it. The findings of the present study suggest a few            

starting points. To combat dissonance as described in the         
Uncanny Valley model, designers could make minor       
changes to make the system appear “friendlier”, perhaps        
incorporating a different forward facing appearance, and a        
UI with an animated avatar that “welcomes” the user. Less          
clinical and “watchful” appearances could be trialed in a         
design study to better understand attitudes towards the        
physical appearance of the system. For example, RoMa - a          
Robotic Mannequin developed for the fashion      
merchandising industry was designed to closely mimic an        
appealing human appearance in order to “promote customer        
appeal” [4]. In homes, small robotic appliances are being         
designed to make use of human emotions and simulated         
facial expressions and body language that their users will         
recognize in order to facilitate a closer bond with their users           
[89]. In urban environments, sensors designed to be        
anthropomorphic and zoomorphic inspired greater trust and       
engagement, while more robotic or less visible designs        
created anxiety and caused rejection [51]. In video games,         
this principle is often used for the opposite, with characters          
intended to be scary missing common human features such         
as eyes and noses [91].  

In a social context, it appears useful to draw on social           
circles and larger communities when piloting such systems.        
A better understanding of the primary personality traits in a          
particular industry or location would be helpful in        
understanding how marketing materials and introductory      
teachings could be adapted to facilitate maximum trust. In         
collectivist societies, it may be helpful to establish a wide          
network of use in order to create and strengthen collective          
trust in the technology. Experience using the system is         
helpful, and thus having the system present somewhere in a          
user’s environment increases the likelihood of them being        
comfortable with it elsewhere, and recommending it in        
place of other security technology. In order to maintain trust          
over time, knowledge and transparency is helpful. An        
attempt to educate users about the system’s workings and         
be open about data privacy and security may go a long way            
in fostering system acceptance and encouraging positivity       
of attitudes. 

Recommendations for Future Research 
The findings of the present study represent a starting point          
for further research on the impact of experience, culture,         
and personality on attitudes towards facial recognition       
technology specifically. Future research could explore other       
cultural dimensions as proposed by Hofstede’s [43] in        
addition to Individualism, including the Power distance       
index, Uncertainty avoidance, and Long-term orientation      
vs. Short-term orientation. These could impact attitudes       
towards city-wide deployment of entry systems that are        
biometric and facial recognition-based. In a cultural       
context, it would also be prudent to compare expert users in           
multiple countries to better understand how expertise and        
novelty affect trust, and any interaction effects or interplay         
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of cultural norms with experience. These would be        
particularly interesting to study in a long-term context, to         
view the effects of time on system acceptance and trust.          
Considering that the present study involves Expert users        
solely from Russia, a companion study involving       
participants from an individualistic country would be       
interesting to compare. As an extension, it would be         
compelling to directly compare system acceptance by       
country AND personality at the same time, and measure the          
interaction between the two. Perhaps the differences by        
country as found in the present study may be explained by           
the personality traits of residents of the country.  

As mentioned in the previous section, in-depth interviews        
with naive and expert users may be conducted and         
analyzed, geared towards a design study that addresses the         
look and feel of facial recognition technology. It may be          
useful to employ the present findings to propose adaptations         
to the appearance, functionality, and perhaps education and        
perhaps more educational and encouraging marketing      
around the system, and measure changes towards attitudes.        
It would also be critical to study “expert” users of different           
facial recognition systems other than solely the o.vision        
Face Gate, to understand more generalized attitudes towards        
facial recognition technology as a whole, and control for         
any specific reactions to the o.vision technology’s design        
and functionality. 

The present study proposes a scale measuring trust in         
technology adapted from elements of previous scales based        
on extensions of the TAM. This novel scale encompasses a          
number of dimensions of trust isolated from previous        
studies, and was shown to be a strong measure of trust           
specifically when applied to facial recognition systems.       
This scale may be reused and further adapted in future work           
measuring system acceptance. In particular, items on the        
trust scale that were found to lower reliability through         
Crinbach’s Alpha can be removed to further strengthen the         
measure.  

As was briefly visited in the present study, it would          
captivating as well to study specifically the impact of         
COVID-19, and how it has shaped system acceptance. A         
few participants stated that the pandemic caused them to         
view the system in a more useful light, and found its ability            
to conduct temperature checks a positive influence on        
public health. Alongside these positive attitudes were those        
concerned with masks serving as obstacles to the        
technology, and the potential for widespread use of facial         
recognition to become too acceptable too quickly due to a          
public health scare. Such issues may be studied more         
closely to better understand how the events of 2020 have          
shaped our collective attitudes towards facial recognition       
technology moving forward. 

7. CONCLUSION 
This study set out to understand the impact of experience,          
culture, and personality traits on system acceptance of a         
facial recognition system. A measure of system acceptance        
was developed that studied a number of factors that         
influence acceptance, including trust. Studying users of the        
o.vision Face Gate system alongside non-users from a        
number of countries, it was found that experience positively         
impacts some aspects of system acceptance, though it        
adversely affects system trust. The cultural dimensions of        
an individual’s country of residence plays a significant role         
in determining system acceptance, as individuals from       
collectivist countries are more likely to be open to the          
system and less preoccupied by risks, while individuals        
from individualistic countries are more wary of the system,         
and less likely to openly accept its usage. It appears that           
culture more strongly affects acceptance than does       
experience using the technology.  

Moreover, it was found that personality traits (as        
determined by the three dimensions of the Big Five         
personality inventory as well as locus of control) are         
predictive of trust in the system. Moving forward, the         
interplay between culture and personality may be studied to         
better understand the roots of system acceptance, as well as          
perhaps a longitudinal look at experience and its developing         
impacts on system acceptance and trust.  

With the o.vision technology’s impending expansion into a        
number of facilities, and the increased ubiquity of facial         
recognition technology worldwide, these insights into      
system acceptance hold a valuable key towards       
understanding large-scale public reactions towards facial      
recognition systems. A closer examination of adaptations to        
the design of these systems and the ways in which they are            
presented and their data used may provide sage guidelines         
for discussing and implementing facial recognition      
technology between the creators of these technologies,       
legislators, and the public as a whole. 
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APPENDIX 1: QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

Questions marked with a * are required. 

Page 1/4 

 
1. Please indicate your gender: * 
〇 Female 
〇 Male 
〇 Other / Do not want to disclose  
 
2. Please indicate your age: * 
〇 18-24  
〇 25-34  
〇 35-44  
〇 45-54  
〇 55-64  
〇 ≥65  
 
3. Please indicate your highest level of education attained: * 
〇 Less than high school  
〇 High school/GED  
〇 Some college  
〇 2 year college (Assoc. Degree)  
〇 3/4 year college (BA/BS Degree)  
〇 Masters degree  
〇 Doctoral Degree  
〇 Professional degree (MD, JD, etc.)  
 
4. Please enter your occupation: * 

 
 
5. Please select your country of residence: * 
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Please indicate the extent to which you agree with each of the following 
statements, on a 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) scale: 
 
6. I see myself as someone who… * 
 

 
1 (Completely 

Disagree) 
           2                      3                     4        

5 (Completely 
Agree) 

Is talkative 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Tends to find fault with others 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Does a thorough job 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is depressed, blue 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is original, comes up with new ideas 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is reserved 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is helpful and unselfish with others 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Can be somewhat careless 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is relaxed, handles stress well 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is curious about many different 
things 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is full of energy 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Starts quarrels with others 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is a reliable worker 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Can be tense 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is ingenious, a deep thinker 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Generates a lot of enthusiasm 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Has a forgiving nature 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Tends to be disorganized 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Worries a lot 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 
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Has an active imagination 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Tends to be quiet 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is generally trusting 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Tends to be lazy 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is emotionally stable, not easily 
upset 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is inventive 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Has an assertive personality 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Can be cold and aloof 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Perseveres until the task is finished 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Can be moody 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Values artistic, aesthetic experiences 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is sometimes shy, inhibited 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is considerate and kind to almost 
everyone 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Does things efficiently 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Remains calm in tense situations 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Prefers work that is routine 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is outgoing, sociable 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is sometimes rude to others 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Makes plans and follows through 
with them 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Gets nervous easily 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Likes to reflect, play with ideas 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Has few artistic interests 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Likes to cooperate with others 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is easily distracted 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Is sophisticated in art, music, or 
literature 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 
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7. Please indicate how you would answer the questions below, using the following scale: * 
 

Rarely  Less than 10 % of the time 

Occasionally 30% of the time 

Sometimes 50% of the time 

Frequently 70% of time 

Usually +90% of time 

 
 

        Rarely      Occasionally Sometimes Frequently     Usually     

When faced with a problem, I try to forget it. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I need frequent encouragement from others 
for me to keep working at a difficult task. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I like jobs where I can make decisions and be 
responsible for my own work. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I change my opinion when someone I admire 
disagrees with me. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

If I want something, I work hard to get it. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I prefer to learn the facts about something 
from someone else rather than having to dig 
them out for myself. 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I will accept jobs that require me to supervise 
others. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I have a hard time saying 'no' when someone 
tries to sell me something I don't want. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I like to have a say in any decisions made by 
any group I am in. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I consider the different sides of an issue 
before making any decisions. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

What other people think has a great influence 
on my behaviour. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 
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Whenever something good happens to me, I 
feel it is because I have earned it. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I enjoy being in a position of leadership. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I need someone else to praise my work before 
I am satisfied with what I have done. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I am sure enough of my opinions to try and 
influence others. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

When something is going to affect me, I learn 
as much about it as I can. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I decide to do things in the spur of the 
moment. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

For me, knowing I have done something well 
is more important than being praised by 
someone else. 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I let other people's demands keep me from 
doing things I want to do. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I stick to my opinions when someone 
disagrees with me. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I do what I feel like doing not what other 
people think I ought to do. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I get discouraged when doing something that 
takes a long time to achieve results. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

When part of a group, I prefer to let other 
people make all the decisions. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

When I have a problem, I follow the advice of 
friends and relatives. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I enjoy trying to do difficult tasks more than I 
enjoy trying to do easy tasks. 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I prefer situations where I can depend on 
someone else's ability rather than just my 
own. 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Having someone important tell me I did a 
good job is more important to me than feeling 
that I have done a good job. 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

When I am involved in something I try to find 
out all I can about what is going on even 
when someone else is in charge 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 
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Please study the description and pictures of the system below, and then answer all the following questions with this 
information in mind: 
 
The o.vision system is a facial recognition-based security system for offices, schools, and similar buildings that you might 
use a keycard to gain entry to. Using algorithms and a neural network, the device reads a person’s face in front of a turnstile 4 
times per second with an accuracy of 99.5%. It can admit more than 40 people per minute. In ⅕ of a second, the system goes 
through 5 stages before opening the door: It finds all faces in sight, it determines the nearest person, it runs an anti-spoofing 
check to ascertain that a real person is in front of the camera, it searches for the person in the database, and then decides to 
open the turnstile and grant entry if a match is confirmed.  
 
As the entrant, you do not have to stop moving or face the camera directly, the recognition is instant and from a distance as 
you approach the turnstile. It will recognise you with a hat and glasses on as well. Recent advancements in the technology 
also allow it to conduct a temperature scan, which is applicable to the COVID-19 ecosystem. 
 

8. Have you ever used facial recognition technology in any of the following contexts? * 
 

       Yes           No     Not Sure 

Personal Device Security (Eg. Face ID to 
unlock your phone) 

〇 〇 〇 

Office Security 〇 〇 〇 

Airport Security 〇 〇 〇 

Home/Personal Residence Security 〇 〇 〇 

Student Accommodation Security 〇 〇 〇 
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9. Have you ever used facial recognition technology in any context not listed above? If so, please specify: 

 
 
10. Please rate the extent to which you agree/disagree with the following statements. * 
 
I believe that the o.vision system is…. 
 

 
1 (Completely 

Disagree) 
2 3 4 

5 (Completely 
Agree) 

Useful 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Easy to use 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Fun 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Expensive 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Acceptable to be used by me 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

 
11. In which situations/contexts do you find the above to be true of the o.vision system? * 
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12. I believe that the o.vision system is acceptable as a building entry system in the following contexts: * 
 

 
1 (Completely 

Disagree) 
2 3 4 

5 (Completely 
Agree) 

Airports 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Halls of residence (student buildings) 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Homes or residential buildings 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Schools 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Offices 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Shops 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Factories 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Secure buildings (e.g. government 
buildings, banks, labs...) 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

 
13. Are you aware of anyone in your social circle or any building in which any of the following systems is in use? Please 
select all that apply. 
□ Facial recognition  
□ Card-based system  
□ Fingerprint-based system  
□ Barcode-based system  
□ Other (Please specify)  

 
 
14. To what extent do you think it would be possible to swap out a current security system with a facial recognition system in 
any of the buildings above? Please explain. * 
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15. To what extent do you associate each of the following risks with the o.vision system? * 
 

 
1 (Very Low) 2 3 4 5 (Very High) 

Data security 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Data sharing/privacy 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Fear of mistaken identity in general 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Fear of being mistaken for someone 
else of a similar minority 
ethnicity/gender 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Discomfort with the technology 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

Unsure how it works 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

 
16. Are there any additional risks you associate with the system? Please specify below: 

 
  
17. Would you recommend the o.vision system to a friend? Please explain. * 

 
 
18. Please rate the extent to which you agree with the following statements: * 
 

 

1 (Completely 
Disagree) 

2 3 4 
5 (Completely 

Agree) 

The system provides safety 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

The system is dangerous 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

The system is trustworthy 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

The system’s mode of operation is 
obscure 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I am at the system’s mercy 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I suppose the system works accurately 
〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 
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The system is deceptive 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

The system is a reliable access 
granting system 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I mistrust the system’s purpose 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

The system seems to be intelligent 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

The system can recognize human 
faces just like a real person 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

The system has integrity 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I am wary of the system 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I am suspicious of the system’s intent, 
action, or outputs 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

The system’s actions will have a 
harmful or injurious outcome 

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

I am confident in the system 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

The system provides security 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

The system is dependable 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

The system is reliable 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

The system is innovative 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 

 
19. How have the COVID-19 pandemic and current events affected your perception of this system? * 

 
 

END OF SURVEY 
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